QUARTER ONE REVIEW 2021
THE F IR S T QUA R TE R . . .
With the first quarter of the first year of our new enterprise ‘Holmes Hosking’ now over, we have taken a
moment to reflect and report on the success, the frustrations and progress which 2021 has brought so far.
One of the standout feelings which we have had to
date has been ‘who knew it was this hard to set up
a business?!’ I expect that anyone looking to start
up on their own would, like us, have concerns about
whether they will be able to make the grade and
produce the results to ensure success. If we ever
do this again the sleepless nights however, will be
spent worrying about public indemnity insurance
and where on earth the desks we ordered 12 weeks
ago are?! When you throw in designing websites,
logos, stationary, databases and the never-ending
list of admin, it’s a wonder that we have been
able to conduct any real business so far this year.
Fortunately, in that regard one of the other lessons
we have learnt is how good some of our contacts
and clients are. There have been occasions we
have been almost overwhelmed by the level of
good will and support. It’s nice to know people want us to do well! And for that, we are very grateful.

W H AT W E H AV E M A N A G E D T O A C H I E V E S O F A R . . .
Well, in addition to posting a few hillarious (?) instagram posts, we have redecorated and reconfigured
our office, which is now set up for a team of 6, with a meeting room and a break out area. Our website,
phone lines & IT are all up and running, and we’ve both had time for a quick haircut. But, thanks to the
aforementioned clients, we’ve managed to do some business too!

CASE STUDIES

BLOOMFIELD ROAD,
BR1

DAGMAR ROAD,
SE25

SANDERSTEAD HILL,
CR0

•

Victorian freehold building arranged as 3
flats

•

Derelict freehold building with clear development potential

•

Consented single plot devlopment site,
acquired on behalf of local developer

•

Acquired for client ‘off market’ at a discount
of 26% below RICS Valuation

•

Sold on behalf of investor client, exchange
within 15 days

•

Contracts exchanged within 10 working
days with completion 2 days later

THORNBURY COURT,
CR0

FOXBURY ROAD,
BR1

•

Consented basement conversion opportunity
with planning permission for 2 bed flat

•

•

Sold on behalf of client after a comprehensive •
marketing campaign

COBDEN COURT,
BR2

Freehold former car mechanics with developmen potential

•

Four self-contained office units in purpose
built block

Sold on behalf of existing client with contracts exchanged within 3 weeks

•

Each unit let individually within 2 weeks of
instruction

W H AT S N E X T. . .
So it’s good to see that so early in the life of Holmes Hosking, we have already managed to produce a level
of business which, if sustained will keep our heads well above water, even whilst battling with Virgin Media!
In terms of what’s next, things only get more exciting from here. In the hope that most of the boring bits
are out of the way and buoyed by the business which we have done so far, Holmes Hosking is looking to
recruit! It was always our ambition to expand quickly, and our latest recruitment drive should see the team
double by the end of Q2.

In addition to extra staff, we also hope to grow our pipeline
at the same rate and all things going to plan, expect to have
plenty more deals to report! The market feels positive, clients
in most fields are keen to do business and April to June is often a good time of year in the property industry.
Again, we would like to thank our clients for their support and
encouragement over the last 3 months and look forward to
maintaining these relationships and developing plenty more
over the months, years and decades to come!
Thanks, Danny & Adam

